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Premiere Pro After Effects Protools Photoshop DaVinci Resolve Photography Videography

Microsoft Suite All Social Media Platforms Google Cloud Platform

SOPHIA HANDEL
# +443-758-6930 _ Sophie.handel101@gmail.com  sophiecuts.com 

EXPERIENCE

Digital Marketing Intern
SERVPRO

Hunt Valley, Maryland
Assists in the development and creation of content to build the business brand.
Conducts location scouting, shooting, and editing, to create several promotional videos.

Lead Editor & Marketing Intern
Stage Directors and Choreographers Foundation

New York, NY
Collaborated with the Director to produce an entertaining award show highlighting nominees and winners.
Edited SDCF's fourth annual awards show within 72-hour turnaround for a live-streaming event.
Strategized with membership department to create social media campaign. 

Co-Editor
The Aviatrix Virtual Musical

Remote
Managed Excel spreadsheet, downloading, organizing, and importing all footage into the Premiere Pro project file.
Cut specified time codes and keyed out all green screen footage for both Act 1 and Act 2.
 Assigned editing for Act 2 with a 48 hour turnaround time which included audio mixing. 

Assistant Editor & Postproduction Intern
TASTE Food Documentary Series

Remote
Directed, produced, and edited dozens of unique teasers and videos featured on TASTE's media platforms. 
Provided story and editorial feedback on rough draft narration voiceover scripts.
Reviewed footage, pulled selects, built radio edits, created rough and final videos.

Content Creator & Social Media Manager
Adulting With Jane 

Remote
Collaborate with the producer to create marketing campaigns and grow audience engagement.
Edit promotional trailers on Adobe Premiere for the series premiere on Amazon Prime. 
Create original content incorporating AWJ brand for various social media platforms.

Content Editor
International Association of Fire Fighters

Washington, D.C.
Staged lighting and camera positions for daily in-house shoots.
Assisted with live-studio shoots, managed the floor, ran the teleprompter, and transcribed audio files.

EDUCATION

BS in Electronic Media and Film
Towson University

Member of Lambda Kappa Tau, a co-ed media production society.

SKILLS

REFERENCES

Available upon request. 
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